Overview
Lingobit Localizer is the easiest software localization
tool, aimed to make collaboration with translators
smooth and efficient.

Work with translator
Lingobit Localizer provides ideal environment for effective interaction
between manager, translators and testers.

Ease of use
From now on, no source-code is required and all technical details are
hidden behind intuitive and easy to learn interface.

Automatic tools
State of the art automatic tools for QA, translation reuse and project management
guarantee high productivity and outstanding quality.

Price
Professional
USD 895 / EUR 745

Enterprise
USD 1195 / EUR 995

Platforms
- Visual C++/MFC
- .NET
- Delphi
- Java
- XML
- Text-based

Requirements
Windows
2000/XP/2003

Binary
Localization
Take advantage of
binary localization
leaving behind a
tiresome source
code translation

Flexible
Solution
Localize files or
create resourceonly DLLs

Contacts
www.lingobit.com
info@lingobit.com
1(866)309-1120

Lingobit Localizer Editions
Lingobit Localizer Enterprise
Ideal for collaboration with external translators
Extends productive Professional Edition by delivering tools for collaboration with translators and
allowing easy translation memory exchange with third-party tools.

Lingobit Localizer Professional
A great combination of power and productivity for software localization
Complete localization solution with state of the art automated tools for QA, translation reuse and
project management. Radically simplifies software translation and guarantee high productivity and
outstanding quality.

Lingobit Localizer Translator
Easy-to-use and productive visual tool for translation, proofreading and testing
Free edition that can be distributed to translators, testers and proofreaders, so that they can work on
your project without any additional license fees.
Feature

Professional

Enterprise

Support for MFC, .NET, Java, XML and Delphi

+

+

Create Localized Files

+

+

Scan for Changes

+

+

Translation Memory

+

+

Validation

+

+

Pseudo Translate

+

+

Version Control

+

+

Spell Checker

+

+

Compare Projects

+

+

Crash Finder

-

+

TMX Support

-

+

Import/Export Text/CSV

-

+

Command Line

-

+

Exchange Wizard

-

+

Translator licenses

3

unlimited

$895 / €745

$1195 / €995

Price (USD/EUR)

Key Features
Productivity

Project Management
and Collaboration

Translation Quality

Translation Reuse

Visual Editor

Exchange Wizard

Instant Testing

Scan for Changes

Visual editor lets you
see and edit dialogs and
forms during
translation.

Exchange Wizard
ensures effortless
collaboration between
managers, translators
and QA team.

Lingobit Localizer allows
creating a localized
version without any
external assistance. This
means you can run the
application you’ve just
translated right away
and check for possible
inconsistencies.

Once you localize your
software, it is much
easier to translate
further updates. Scan
for Changes leverages
your previous work so
when you release new
version of your
software, you need to
translate only new or
changed content.

Layout Manager
Layout manager helps
you to adapt controls to
fit translated text.
Easy to Use
This means you have to
spend minimal time
learning how the
software works.
Command Line
Integrate localization
into your product
building process using
command-line
interface.
Accelerated Translation
Lingobit Localizer
automates routine
tasks. It automatically
translates duplicates
and resizes dialog’s
elements to fit the new
text.
Multilingual Interface
With user interface
supporting seven
languages so you can
communicate with your
team members more
efficiently.

Reports and Statistics
Project reports and
statistics help to
estimate translation
cost and follow
localization progress.
Version Control
Lingobit Localizer allows
saving multiple versions
of the project. You can
always track changes
you made to the project
and compare any two
versions.
TMX/CSV Import
Export
Translation Memory in
Lingobit Localizer
provides reach
import/export
functionality with TMX
and CSV formats. This
enables you to easily
exchange information
with other translation
tools.

Pseudo-Translate
Use Pseudo-Translate
to check whether your
application is ready for
localization.

Translation Memory

Crash Finder helps you
to locate translations
causing errors.

Translation memory
means that you would
never translate the
same string twice
because you can reuse
translations from other
localization projects.

Validation & Fixing

Import Translations

Validation checks the
spelling and enables an
automatic recognition
of common translation
problems Furthermore,
Lingobit Localizer can
automatically fix most
of the errors.

If you decided to switch
from the other
localization solution,
you can easily import
translations from
localized application
and continue your
project in Lingobit
Localizer.

Crash Finder

Localization Benefits
For Developer

For Translator

For Manager

Leave translation for translator and
code for yourself

An easy way to the localization
market

Provide translators with easy to use
and intuitive interface, hiding any
unimportant technical detail.
Exchange auto-generated packages
while outsourcing translation. You
do not have to disclose the sourcecode as your project file contains all
the information a translator would
ever need.N ow it’s safe and easy to
send your project for testing or
proofreading.

As localization market grows each
year, professional localization
solutions inspire more and more
companies to go into software
translation. Now it is easier than
ever as neither special technical
skills nor the source code is
required. You just create a new
project, add your application’s
executable files to it and then
Lingobit Localizer extracts all
necessary localization resources. In
a matter of minutes, your
application is ready for translation.

Lingobit Localizer elevates
management efficiency with a solid
collaboration environment.
Translation tasks are distributed via
self-extracting packages that
contain a project file and special
edition of Lingobit Localizer for
translators. It contains everything a
translator might need, down to the
ability to create localized files, while
the source code is hidden. After the
translations are finished, they could
be integrated to the master project
anytime, independently from
development process.

Intuitive user interface

Reduce translation time

Lingobit Localizer has been designed
with users in mind and built from
their point of view. It will take you
just a couple of hours to learn how
the software works and start taking
translation orders in a couple of
days. As all the work is
accomplished within WYSIWYG
editor, menus and dialogs are easily
located and edited.

With Lingobit Localizer, your team
can leverage on the previously
translated work by using Translation
Memory - the industry standard for
exchanging translations. Translation
Memory shortens the project time
and improves consistency of the
translation across groups of
translators and projects. After a
consequent update of localized
software, only the new content has
to be translated.

Get ready for localization
Run automated localizability testing
before translation starts. Ensure
that all UI elements are separated
from source-code in resources,
check how your application looks
with foreign characters and much
m ore… N ow even a tester can
accomplish these tiresome tasks.
Multilingual application with no
effort
Lingobit Localizer allows creating
multilingual application in several
easy steps. With Multilingual
freeware utility released by Lingobit
Technologies the whole process
takes a day.
Employ binary localization
Make no changes to your source
code. You can start localization right
now as Lingobit Localizer deals with
resources directly in your
executable files (.exe or .dll). No
more recompiling is required and
you can produce localized
application within one click.

No source code
Lingobit Localizer allows creating a
localized version without any
external assistance. This means you
can run the application you’ve just
translated right away and check for
possible inconsistencies. Meanwhile
the technical side of translation
process is hidden behind well
thought-out graphical front-end so
you do not have to worry about
breaking code consistency.

Better collaboration

Control over the process
Using Lingobit Localizer exceptional
project management and
monitoring tools, you can monitor a
translation state of each element
with a powerful statuses
management system, while status
filtering and statistics keep you
inform ed ofoverallproject’s
progress. Build-in version control
system compares projects and helps
track

